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FRUIT SHOP AT THE END OF THE WORLD
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THE EXPERIENCE OF BEING HUMAN IS 
DEFINED BY:

PALEOLITHIC EMOTIONS

MEDIEVAL INSTITUTIONS

GOD-LIKE TECHNOLOGY

CORE TO THE ALMOST GODS PROJECT IS 
THE NOTION OF FUTURE COMMUNION; 
A DIALOGUE THAT QUESTIONS WHAT IT 
MEANS TO BE HUMAN BY CONTRASTING THE 
TWO POLAR BASTIONS DRIVING FORTH OUR 

CULTURE, RELIGION AND TECHNOLOGY. 

PULLED BACK AND FORTH BETWEEN THESE 
TWO LARGE PILLAR IDEOLOGIES, THE VERY 
DEFINITION OF BEING HUMAN ITSELF IS 
UNDERGOING A FLUX- A DISCUSSION WHICH 
ALMOST GODS UNDERTAKES THROUGH 
CLOTHES, WHICH ACT AS HONEST SYMBOLS 

FOR THE PAST, FUTURE AND NOW. 

DRIVEN BY THE IDEA OF DUALITY AND 
ABSTRACTION OF ACCEPTED STRUCTURES 
AND CULTURAL NORMS- THE PIECES SPEAK 
DIRECTLY TO A GENERATION PLACED IN THE 
MIDST OF A MASSIVE TRANSITION THAT HAS 
ERASED ACCEPTED MEANINGS OF WHAT IT 
IS TO BE HUMAN AND ARE IN THE PROCESS 
OF FORMING NEW DEFINITIONS THROUGH 
THE PROCESS OF UP-CYCLING SOCIETAL 
STRUCTURES AND IDEAS TO FIT OUR 
NEW REALITY RESULTING FROM NEWLY 

AWAKENED TECHNOLOGIES.
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FRUIT SHOP AT THE END OF 

THE WORLD TRENCH

This trench plays with the idea of duality by taking a 
silhouette associated with the act of being incognito 
and instead makes it unmissable, commenting on the 
loss of self-identity many face in these complicated 
times. The large red satin fabric letters are individually 
cutout and tediously bar-tacked on to the body of the 
piece, creating a statement piece worthy of Almost 
Gods.

NOTES : 

• Cotton Twill
• Satin 
• Tortoise shell buttons
• Letters patched on Trench read: 
• “FRUIT SHOP AT THE END OF THE WORLD”
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PAINT BY NUMBER SET

Nostalgic for carefree youth, the ‘paint-by-numbers’ 
set is a reminder and celebration of the chance we 
have once more received in this time to indulge in 
almost-childlike activities that we may do simply for 
the enjoyment of doing them. The outline of fruits and 
number are carefully machine embroidered, to create 
almost border like shapes between fruit that also lend 
themselves to an indulgent hand-feel.

jacket.

NOTES : 

• Dull metal snap button closures
• Adjustable elastic waistband on front of piece.
• ‘AG” embroidery on the back patch pocket. 
• Two slip pockets.
• Twenty three fruits embroidered in running 
   embroidery around the piece.
• Cotton poplin lining in piece.
• “Paint by Number” Instructions patched inside left 
   front panel of jacket.
• Adjustable elastic waistband on front of piece.
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EDEN TEE & EDEN BUCKET HAT

“For God knows that when you eat of it your eyes will 
be opened, and you will be like God, knowing good 
and evil”

The Eden tee and hat pull inspiration from the ‘Fall of 
Man’ story that describes the transition of man and 
woman from a state of innocent obedience to guilty 
disobedience. 

However rather than showing the motifs in the high 
ornamentation they are usually seen in, the piece 

simplistic understanding of religion in the face of our 
current reality. 

NOTES : 

• White Cotton Jersey
• Embroidered “Almost Gods” logo on duck canvas 
   fabric patched on back.
• “Aari” Hand-embroidered patches of an Apple, a 
   Cross and a snake.
• Khakhi Cotton Canvas
• Canvas tag embroidered with the initials AG.
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FINGER PAINTED OXFORD SHIRT

Each piece individually hand-painted by our art 

male sillouhete. Emphasising the cuff and collars, the 
piece creates interesting dialogue, emblematic of the 
new sides of our selves we have had to chance to 
explore in this time.

NOTES : 

• Oxford Cotton 
• Oversized Collars
• Handpainted Feminine Body
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END OF THE WORLD NYLON 

TACTICAL SWEATER

Taking inspiration from fruit nets to create a survivalist 
piece, the “Nylon strap mesh Tactical Jacket” is crafted 
by hand stitching 6 meters of nylon strap. 

Made as clothing augmentation, the tactical jacket is 
made to add utility as you journey through the End of 
the World. The body constructed out of nylon straps 
has a high tensile strength, making it easy to hang 
carabiners or hooks of the piece in case the situation 
demands for it. 

Additionally two large pockets on the main body and 
one zipper pocket on the sleeve allow you to carry all 
your essentials on you always. If faced with a situation 
that requires further freedom of movement of arms, 
the arms may be zipped off, making the perfect 
tactical vest when needed.

NOTES : 

• Nylon Straps
• Black Almost Gods logo embroidery on centre strap.
• Two large open pockets on front panel.
• Zipper pocket on right sleeve.
• Elastic Rib at arm holes and bottom of piece.
• Removable hidden zips for arms tucked away under 
   elastic rib at arm holes.
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VELVET AWNING JACKET 

In a country like India, fruit shops are a common 
roadside occurrence- often given a miss by onlookers. 
In our collection to the contrary, Fruit Shop at the End 
of the World, the fruit shop plays a central role. 

Therein this piece is a re-imagining of red white 
vertical stripes often found on fruit shop awnings as 
an opulent fabric and colour combination. In this jacket 
the standard awning colours are viewed through a 

burnt umber as is the traditional awning canvas 
fabric replaced by a luxury velvet. 

This piece caries black logo embroidery on the back.

NOTES : 

• Velvet
• Cotton Poplin Lining

• Adjustable buttoned arm closure.
• Almost Gods large logo embroidery on back of 
   jacket.
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END OF DAYS SURVIVAL JACKET

Drawing inspiration from a 1970’s issued Army, 
Core of Signals’ jacket belonging to Major General DN 
Khurana, grandfather to our Creative Director- this 
piece is a continuation of a silhouette that may be 
seen through different Almost Gods collections, 

fruit gardener/ survivalist jacket.

Each piece has over 32 buttons, allowing for many 
different styling options. Other notable features 

velcro fabric band on the arm allowing for tactical 
patches as needed, double hood and a canvas pouch 
carrying seeds that may be used to replant the earth 
in case of the end of the world.

NOTES : 

• Cotton Canvas
• Cotton Fleece
• Metal Wire
• Cotton Drawstring

• Hidden detail pocket on back of inner hoodie.
• Grey Canvas outer large hoodie with wire to adjust 
   shape.
• Almost Gods logo embroidered on left front panel.

   panels.
• Adjustable arm closure.
• Tactical velcro band on left arm. 
• Pouch containing seeds to replant the earth in case 
   of end of world patched on left arm.
• 32 large black buttons.
• Metal cap closure on drawstring.
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FRUIT SHOP BRETON TEE

may be seen as an almost violent yet necessary 
motion, teaming with all the energy that makes up 
a living being. 

In this piece the motif of a knife piercing through an 
apple is patched upon a base fabric which are both 
made up of the same navy blue and white striped 
jersey material. This treatment of the motif is indicative 
of the merging and therein loss of our self identity 
within the grotesque time we have gone through.

NOTES : 

• Breton Stripe Cotton Lycra Jersey Embroidered 
• “Almost Gods” logo on duck canvas fabric patched 
    on back.
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BILLBOARD POLO

An overspilling of capitalism run wild, this piece is an 
indictment of our late-stage capitalistic tendencies 

absurdities. This piece very literally takes the 
commercialism banner and patches it on an oversized 
polo through a painstaking slow process of hand 

In Hindi, the print on the billboard reads “ Almost Gods 
Fruit Shop. All kinds of fruits available. Address: End 
of the World. Contact Number: +9149818181”. The 
banner printed on the patches is an amended design 
of the banner available in the street fruit shop near our 
studio in New Delhi, India.

NOTES : 

• Cotton Jersey
• Printed Flex Plastic. 
• Cotton Twill
• Oversized collars
• Transparent buttons on placket.
• Flex is divided in 5 pieces.

   red grapes, strawberries, pineapple.
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‘RECANTO DE PRAIA’ PANTS

Pulling its print from the painting ‘Recanto De Praia’ by 
Portuguese artist Silva Porto, the piece is an exploration 

NOTES : 

• Cotton Canvas
• Cotton Poplin Lining
• YKK Zipper
• Tortoise buttons
• AG embroidered logo on patch back pocket.
• Printed right front panel
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‘RECANTO DE PRAIA’ JACKET

Pulling its print from the painting ‘Recanto De Praia’ 
by Portuguese artist Silva Porto, the piece is an 

loneliness.

NOTES : 

• Cotton Canvas
• Cotton Poplin Lining
• Tortoise buttons
• Adjustable button closure on arm.
• Oversized Collars
• Printed patch pocket on front left panel.
• Right sleeve print
• Left front panel print
• Embroidered “Almost Gods” logo on canvas fabric 
   patched on back.
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‘RECANTO DE PRAIA’ JACQUARD 

POCKET T-SHIRT

Pulling its print from the painting ‘Recanto De Praia’ 
by Portuguese artist Silva Porto, the piece is an 

loneliness.

NOTES : 

• Cotton Jersey
• Printed Jacquard
• Cotton Canvas back label.
• The print is applied on a jacquard fabric pocket on 
    the left side of the body.
• The pocket is embroidered with AG initials on the 
    bottom right corner.
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FRUIT SHOP POSTER LONG TEE

Almost Gods Fruit Shop. The bold two colour screen 
print overlaps onto the rib and the back panel of the 
T-shirt, enveloping the wearer. 

NOTES : 

• Cotton Jersey
• Screenprint reads “Almost Gods Fruit Shop. 
• Fresh Juicy Fruit. Open Everyday. 10AM- 8pm. 
   +918595655587. Almostgods.com. See you at the 
   end of the world.”
• Embroidered “Almost Gods” logo on canvas fabric 
   patched on back.
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CONTACT US 

WWW.ALMOSTGODS.COM
INFO@ALMOSTGODS.COM

+918595655587
@ALMOSTGODS_OFFICIAL


